SystemFile™ combination units

SYC08/34/1/2

SYC08/43/1/3

SYC08/50/2/3

SYC08/2/3

SYC08/2/4

800mm (31.5”) wide, 470mm (18.5”) deep

SYC08/30D/3

SYC08/30T/3

Price Group 65

code

description

height mm

SYC08/34/1/2

1 x 419.1mm (16.5”) flipper, 2 drawers & counterbalance

1149 (45.2”)

SYC08/43/1/3

1 x 381mm (15”) flipper, 3 drawers & counterbalance

1415 (55.7”)

SYC08/50/2/3

2 x 304.8mm (12”) flippers, lateral rails, 3 drawers &
counterbalance

1643 (64.7”)

SYC08/2/3

2 x 381mm (15”) flippers, shelf & 3 drawers

1795 (70.5”)

SYC08/2/4

2 x 304.8mm (12”) flippers, lateral rails & 4 drawers

1947 (76.5”)

SYC08/30D/3

762mm (30”) doors, 1 adjustable shelf & 3 drawers

1795 (70.5”)

SYC08/30T.*/3

762mm (30”) tambour, 1 adjustable shelf & 3 drawers

1795 (70.5”)

SYC08/36D/3

914.4mm (36”) doors, 1 adjustable shelf & 3 drawers

1947 (76.5”)

* Add digits for shutter colours available in light grey (1), dark grey (9), black (5), cream (2), white (EW), silver (SL)**, beech (BC)** and Maple (MP)**
Top panel is 472mm (18.5”) deep. All drawers include file bars and cross rails as required. Adjustable levelling feet fitted as standard
Height is adjustable up to 24mm (1”) in total

notes

bisley.com

SYC08/36D/3

SystemFile™ combination units

SYC10/34/1/2

SYC10/43/1/3

SYC10/50/2/3

SYC10/2/3

SYC10/2/4

1000mm (39.4”) wide, 470mm (18.5”) deep

SYC10/30D/3

SYC10/30T/3

Price Group 65

code

description

height mm

SYC10/34/1/2

1 x 419.1mm (16.5”) flipper, 2 drawers & counterbalance

1149 (45.2”)

SYC10/43/1/3

1 x 381mm (15”) flipper, 3 drawers & counterbalance

1415 (55.7”)

SYC10/50/2/3

2 x 304.8mm (12”) flippers, lateral rails, 3 drawers
& counterbalance

1643 (64.7”)

SYC10/2/3

2 x 381mm (15”) flippers, shelf & 3 drawers

1795 (70.5”)

SYC10/2/4

2 x 304.8mm (12”) flippers, lateral rails & 4 drawers

1947 (76.5”)

SYC10/30D/3

762mm (30”) doors, 1 adjustable shelf & 3 drawers

1795 (70.5”)

SYC10/30T.*/3

762mm (30”) tambour, 1 adjustable shelf & 3 drawers

1795 (70.5”)

SYC10/36D/3

914.4mm (36”) doors, 1 adjustable shelf & 3 drawers

1947 (76.5”)

* Add digits for shutter colours available in light grey (1), dark grey (9), black (5), cream (2), white (EW), silver (SL)**, beech (BC)** and Maple (MP)**
Top panel is 472mm (18.5”) deep. All drawers include file bars and cross rails as required. Adjustable levelling feet fitted as standard
Height is adjustable up to 24mm (1”) in total

safety warning

Roll out fitments must only be fitted in
the bottom half of any Bisley Storage unit.
With exception of units over 2000mm
where no more than 3 roll outs are
recommended.

For your Safety ensure that:
1. Storage cupboards are positioned on a level floor surface.
2.	All roll-out accessories are fitted in the lower half of the unit.
3.	If more than one roll-out is used, the supplied interlock should be fitted.
4. No roll-out fitments are stood or leaned on.
5. All fitments are installed from the base upwards.
Consult your Bisley Dealer if in any doubt.

notes

combination units: SystemFile™

SYC10/36D/3

SystemFile™ combination unit internal options
internal options
internals

Price Group 65
code

description

width

BIC08DRSPS
BIC10DRSPS

roll-out shelf

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

BIC08SSPDPS:T5
BIC10SSPDPS:T5

slotted shelf

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

BIC08SSUPDPS:T5
BIC10SSUPDPS:T5

slotted shelf with undershelf filing

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

SHDV65P5PS

plastic shelf dividers (5 pack)

-

PGNHLESET

pigeon hole set**

-

BIC08NBSPS
BIC10NBSPS

narrow shelf 25mm (1”)

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

BIC08BSPS:T5
BIC10BSPS:T5

shelf 27.5mm (1”)

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

BIC08BSUPS
BIC10BSUPS

shelf with undershelf filing (adjustable)

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

BIC08FBPS
BIC10FBPS

file bar (1 needed per drawer)

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

BIC08CRPS
BIC10CRPS

coat rail - front to back with shelf

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

BIC08LRFPS
BIC10LRFPS

lateral rail for 304.8mm (12”) flipper door

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)
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SystemFile™ combination unit internal options
internal options
internals

Price Group 65
code

description

BIC08LRPS
BIC10LRPS

lateral rail

BITCRPS (tambour)
BICCRPS (cupboard)

cross rails for front to back suspension filing

BIC08RFAPS
BIC10RFAPS

roll-out filing frame

MSDIV431P2

steel shelf dividers (clip on design)

width
800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

-

800 (31.5”)
1000 (39.4”)

All interior components are supplied in black
* Recommended for all units up to 1300mm (51”) in height
** Pigeon hole set contains: 5 plastic dividers, 8 plastic intermediate shelves and 4 plastic back plates (slotted shelf not included)

notes

combination units: SystemFile™

-

SystemFile™ vertical capacities
693
(27.3”)

997
(39.2”)

1149
(45.2”)

1301
(51.2”)

1415 (55.7”)

1643 (64.7”)

1795 (70.7”)

1947 (76.6”)
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A4 boxfile
height

width

depth

337
(13.3”)

75
(3”)

265
(10.4”)

A4 leverarch
height

width

depth

318
(12.5”)

75
(3”)

280
(11”)

See highlighted
units in this row
for best fit.

foolscap leverarch
height

width

depth

350
(13.8”)

75
(3”)

285
(11.2”)

See highlighted
units in this row
for best fit.

foolscap boxfile
height

width

depth

368
(14.5”)

75
(3”)

265
(10.4”)

See highlighted
units in this row
for best fit.

lateral files
height

width

depth

275
(10.8”)

75
(3”)

330
(13”)

Soft storage products may differ between manufacturers.
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